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• Key aims: Moving onbearbeiten
from previous PILLS project
• http://www.pills-project.eu/
• http://www.no-pills.eu/
• Input instead of end-of-pipe solutions
• More focus on consumer’s behaviour
• Scotland; Germany; France; Luxembourg; Netherlands
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noPILLS: Engagement Activities – Scotland
• Master-Untertitelformat
Exclusively qualitative approach
to obtain ‘lay perspectives’
bearbeiten
• Interviews – 102 local residents (not patients per se)

• 5 localities of rural and urban Scotland
• Subsequently workshops one in each area
• Interviewees invited plus a friend – 50 attendees

Interviews - Themes
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• Interviews key element to capture the narrative
• Master-Untertitelformat
Topic Guide Key Themes:
bearbeiten
– Attitudes to medicines (pharma) and their use
– Differentiations between OTC / prescribed / supplements /
‘alternatives’ etc
– Information / advice seeking / medicine knowledge
– Side effects awareness / concerns
– Storage / Disposal patterns and behaviours
– Environmental awareness
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Findings
Medicine use

Use
bearbeiten
• Mastertitelformat
As essential
– Matter of fact and accepted daily routine: “I couldn’t
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survive”[without it]
– Understate: “I am in pain with that but other than that I would
not say I am unwell all the time.”
• Compliant – common and reduces risk/harm:
“You must take your pills at the same time.”
• Reluctance – incl putting up with pain and not being seen as (long
term) drug user
– Necessity but …
“if I could get away with not taking them then I would”

Medicines – what are they?
Mastertitelformat
“If you can buy it in bearbeiten
the supermarket especially; it can’t be a medicine”
• Some appeared to differentiate certain kinds of product associated with
Master-Untertitelformat
bearbeiten
what they understand to be
a ‘chemical’. With respect to a vitamin
supplement [glucosamine] one interviewee indicated:
“I don’t know if it is homeopathic. But I see it more as a vitamin pill or
something like that … I think it’s just the severity of the chemicals and I see
them as more naturally occurring chemicals”
• One interesting formulation was of “a sliding scale” – “of axis of evil”
Drawing on the example of a remedy for high blood pressure
“I mean for all I know ramipril could be rat poison ”
• In contrast to a vitamin supplement (at the other end of the spectrum?)

Anxieties
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• Concerns made people cautious sometimes suspicious:
– Side-effects experienced and (double-dosing) mistakes: “it sends me
Master-Untertitelformat
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off my trolley.”
– Longer-term risks: “you know that they can affect your liver”
– The unknown: “you get it over the counter it can’t do any damage
can it? Maybe I’m wrong! Maybe they’re not telling us!”
• Desires to be more in control eg reduce (prescribed) medicinal intake: “it
drives me mad basically”
– Ignore advice: “it just seemed a bit mad to be taking something that
had side effects of such magnitude that might affect my sight and I
didn’t go back to the doctor”
• Well-being: attitudes to the body (eg avoiding cold remedies): “the body
is an amazing thing. So it tends to work its own little
m
miracles, creates its own antibodies or whatever”
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Knowledge and Advice

Knowledge and Advice
• Active
approaches – bearbeiten
keen, need and ‘duty’ to know [and be told]. Some
Mastertitelformat
were keen to know all they could about medicines being used:
“it is a requirement of the person who is taking the medication to read it … maybe
Master-Untertitelformat
they
should be saying before youbearbeiten
take this medication you should read the leaflet”
• Ambivalence and ‘indifference’: “No I never read them it would just worry me”
• Poor information levels : “I really didn’t get any information...”
• Mixed messages: “I told her I’d read the leaflet and it said it had this side effect
and that side effect and I think she put me off reading the leaflet.
• Family and friends: evidence of good/bad experience and variable reliability as
information sources:
“she is quite healthy, healthier than me as a matter of fact… I trust her judgement.
She is ninety odd”
• But: “my mum … popped Valium like they were sweeties”

Advice
bearbeiten (as last resort)
• Mastertitelformat
Largely taken from professionals
• Doctors seen generally as positive force both as clinicians and advice
Master-Untertitelformat
bearbeiten
givers:
“my doctors are very good they tell you things… I trust my doctor”
• However for some there was a sense of indifference expressed by GPs:
“Just keep taking it.”
“I asked the doctor about it and he said ‘it can’t do you any harm I don’t
think’, I don’t think! He was kind of non-committal about taking it.”
• A limited number were outright mistrustful – one described doctors as:
“quacks”
• There appeared to be appreciation of pharmacists’ advice:
“I tend to believe pharmacists”
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Storage and Disposal

Storage
• No
real ‘surprises’ regarding
storage – largely people kept medicines in
Mastertitelformat
bearbeiten
one / two places in a cupboard or by the bed where they are safe /
convenient.
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• However, some ‘stored’ [mainly OTC] medicines in a handbag partially
for the use of others. One catalogued:
“paracetamol, Elastoplast, Volterol and Rennies; in case I get coldsores:
Zovirax … I often provide for other people too ... I do carry it all the time”
• Handbag ‘storage’ was common and casual:
“there is probably some paracetamol in my bag [now] … they could be in
there and I don’t even know”

• It was quite common for individuals to ‘stock up’ on everyday items:
“in case my grand-daughter falls or things like that”

Disposal - beliefs
• Mastertitelformat
Many sought to denybearbeiten
that they had excess medicine to dispose of (either
prescribed or OTC) or appeared to have an ambivalent attitude
“I don’t
consider disposal of medicines
or safe disposal of medicines at all …
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I should really it’s quite bad … So I will get on board with the programme at
some point in the future with medicines, just not yet.”
• Doing the right thing is important
• Rarely any environmental consideration
• Disposal was also conditioned for some by the status of the medicine ie
whether it was OTC or prescribed
• Little acknowledgement of ever being given advice on how best to
dispose of unused or out of date medicine. Although some
acknowledged regular checks.

Disposal - practices
Mastertitelformat
• Disposal
into the wastebearbeiten
‘bin’ was quite common (if sometimes doubted): “it’s not
my problem anymore”
“I know that’s
not right, but I bin them”
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“I wouldn’t think: don’t put it into your bin! Where else are you supposed to put
it?!”
• Crushers and (non) Flushers – common to believe this is safer:
“I would flush it [ibuprofen] down the toilet … I just think it would be safer.”
• BUT: “I have heard folk say, “I have just put tablets down the sink.” And I am
saying, “No, that is going into the drains.” I am paranoid about things like that”
• Pharmacy return – for some normal practice. But:
“I was totally oblivious to the fact that a pharmacy would do that”
• Confusion and little / or no information:
“I have never been given any advice by anybody about how to dispose of a
medicine, no absolutely not ...”

Environmental Awareness
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• Virtually no unprompted awareness of (potential) environmental
impacts. However there were some concerns:
Master-Untertitelformat
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“It is all going back into the
environment and you don’t know what
damage it could do, I know it is not a lot I just don’t like the idea of it, it is
scary.”
“I am now curious … I have just been throwing drugs in the bin… is there a
wee fox that is going to come along and OD on it”
“that … cream, it says not to dispose of in the household waste, because it
might affect the environment … I don’t think it says you’ve to take it back
to your pharmacist; it just says don’t put it in your household waste… It
says ‘it may harm the environment’ it doesn’t say how it may harm it … If
it’s not affecting me it’s not going to affect the environment is it. Or IS IT?
Maybe I’m taking something I shouldn’t be!”
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Workshop activities

Workshop
activities
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• Explored:
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– ‘Too many medicines’?
– Medicine awareness –selected pharma
– Understandings / perceptions of water quality
– Awareness and (any) understanding of
relationship medicine-environment? [and create
conversation]
– Recycling agenda
– Medicine stakeholder definition
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• Workshop activities revealed considerable concerns about appropriate
disposal – what was safe to do
bearbeiten
• Master-Untertitelformat
Seemed to be clarity about
returning medicine back to pharmacy when
bought there (amongst some) – but certainly doubt if OTC bought
elsewhere
• But still doubts:
“left with chemist don’t know about how they get disposed of at chemist”
• Reinforcement of the ‘flushers’ approach – considerable effort eg
dissolving tablets before pouring down the sink
“Everyone does that – put them down the toilet”
“I think people don’t have the knowledge – they don’t have the concept”

Awareness and commitment
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• There is a lack of clarity of what to do and what happens:

“Unopened they are glad to take them back. They prescribe them to
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somebody else”
“I am busy: other things are important priority”
“In my part I am just lazy to take them back”
“I am openly ignorant about what is in water”
“people need to be made more aware by graphic demonstrations
what they do when they go into water”
“making it easy like taking it back to pharmacist”
“I don’t think people don’t care they don’t have the time”

Appropriate disposal - Advice
bearbeiten
• Mastertitelformat
In Scotland, at least, there
is little clear guidance on medicine disposal from
domestic settings.
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• Guidance from the NHS advises consumers to return unwanted / unused
medicines to their ‘community pharmacy’ for disposal
• Apparent lack of clarity may be because responsibility lies between NHS
agencies (eg RPS guidance) and that issued by DEFRA guiding the waste
management responsibilities of local authorities.
• The crucial element in all this is that people – whatever their actions want to do
the right thing regarding disposal
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Conclusions

• Confusions about what a medicine is / does
• Medicine use appears to be a (very) private activity – many neither discuss it
Master-Untertitelformat
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[and their health?] nor take medicines
publicly
• There would appear to be an appetite for medicine-use reduction approaches
• People appear to be circumspect / (very) cautious with regard to many aspects
of their medicine encounters
• But there was unease about whether they always get it right – whether use,
information (seeking) or disposal
• The latter of particular concern, because even where people did the right thing
regarding disposal this was sometimes for the ‘wrong reasons’ and was at best
characterised by confusion ie on what the right thing to do was either for all
medicines and/or different ones
• Virtually no ‘awareness agenda’
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Paul Teedon
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44 (0)141 331 3684
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